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8 degrees Pisces

The Angels of Schools and Universities
Also known as

The Angels
of

Porascho
Beloved,

When clear inner guidance,
and the longing for spiritual perfection in
education,
brings people together,
we help with building such powerful educational
thought forms,
that miraculous transmutation of consciousness
often occurs.
We

support mankind in acquiring knowledge
at schools and universities.

In schools and universities people often sense
our divine presence
as flowing emotions of mystery and sacred
adventure.

We help with an amazing alignment on subtle
intellectual levels.
Emotions of perfect clarity and powerful
penetrating focus are
combined with heightened inner guidance.
The ability to see through obscurity and confusion
to the original purity of ideas is gained.
people realize that the universe is a mystical
organism
that operates like a human body,
in which many different individual parts depend
on each other,
inner guidance often brings them together with
others,
in schools and universities,
to share results of enlightenment
gained during times of learning alone.
As

People gather together to share mutual
experiences
and pool resources with shared divine intentions.

Building on the previous degree of 7 degrees Pisces,
where the heavenly host of Atherom help with private studies,
people gather together in the safety and support of institutional settings
to benefit from powerful thought forms and from many other resources that a university offers.

Here,
the cooperative efforts to establish divine group thought
forms,
to aid in achieving shared goals of higher education,
flourish.
When clear inner guidance,
and the longing for spiritual perfection in education,
brings people together,
we help with building such powerful educational thought
forms,
that miraculous transmutation of consciousness often
occurs.
When this happens in educational pursuits on the path to spiritual
perfection,

we make sure that their experience of learning is protected
and takes on the mystical aura of the path to perfection.
We are the heavenly host that help with examinations and courses
at universities and schools.

It is our great joy to provide students whatever they need to excel in any
field of study.
Professors who call upon us when instructing their students experience
amazing clarity, strength, and guidance.

It is we who have presided over schools and universities
since the prime beginning.
Schools and universities,
professors and scholars,
throughout history,
have been under our sphere of influence.

MIRACLES

Porascho

PThe pursuit of education is a result of the divine virtue of the longing
for perfection
and the highest spiritual realization.
By meditating on this virtue,
a child of God awakens increased longing for unification with the basic
divine virtues.
The deeper and the more frequently the seeker is penetrated by this
virtue,
the deeper will be the feeling of humility,
and it is in this state that is found the greatest and most powerful
proximity of divine majesty,
of Divine Providence.
Learning how to create effects in the akasha, which is
consciousness-penetrating-all for the purpose of manifesting heaven on
all levels
is a result of this virtue of the letter P.
This is done through the four brainwaves
of will-Delta, intellect-Theta, feeling-Alpha, and logic, memory and the
five senses-Beta.
This virtue is dark grey, and has the musical note of B.Since it is the
earth element, it has the sensation of weight.The right side of the nose
was formed from this virtue.
Umlaut O, euThe divine virtue of transmutation awakens
as the eyes see through the heart of divine flowing love.
O Then the divine virtue of justice and harmony facilitates success and
satisfaction
Rand is combined with following inner guidance
A and attuning to wisdom and enlightenment,
Umlaut A, ae.releasing any imperfection back to Divine Being for
changes
into other states that are the highest good of all
Sch The Most High Infinite Divine Power
Umlaut O, euopening the eyes to ever greater love so that transmutation
into perfection brings all into
O the harmony and pleasantness of divine learning.
MIRACLES

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings

which together form a common precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.

Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.

Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from THE PRACTICE
OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6
, and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

******************
Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!
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